tools
trade
of
the

Total Web
Development

Macromedia’s Dreamweaver 8 is the Web design
software at the center of
Macromedia’s Studio 8
Suite, which includes Flash
Professional 8, Fireworks
8, Contribute 3, and FlashPaper 2. The complete
toolset is everything designers need to manage
imagery, text, Flash animation, and video. The Contribute program opens up
the development projects
so others can contribute
content and updates at
various levels of permissions. Dreamweaver has
become the leading Web
content designer program
because of its amazing
range of functions that
produce clean, compliant
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code. You can choose to
work in a WYSIWYG
design view with the program producing the code
in the background, or you
can open the code view
and just use the design
window to check your
progress. There are templates for designing with
tables, frames, or CSS, and
about three dozen starter
pages offer novices a quick
start—open them up and
add your content. There
are a number of new features in version 8. A Special Paste option gives you
four choices for importing
formatted text from other
documents (e.g., Word or
e-mail). You can keep or
strip out formatting if it
will conflict with your
pages. Movable vertical
and horizontal guides can
be set to pixels or percentages, and there are new
zoom and hand tools for
viewing page elements in
the design view. There’s a
unified CSS panel, Flash
video support, and many
more new features. Download a free Dreamweaver

demo and try it out for
30 days. www.macro
media.com

With the Adesso CyberPad you can take notes on
ordinary notepads and
then transfer the contents
to your computer—notes,
numbers, and drawings.
You can then send your
notes in e-mails or organize and save them with
the EverNote software.
Other software included is
Free Notes, which lets you
send cursive writing or
drawing in e-mails; Office
Ink, which creates digital
signatures; PhotoImpact
XL SE, an image editor;
and Power Presenter,
which turns your screen
into a whiteboard with
Microsoft PowerPoint.
The CyberPad reads handwriting through a pad 125
pages thick and has a battery life of 20 hours’ writing time and 68 hours’
standby. The unit connects directly to your PC
with a USB connection.
The internal memory is
32MB (about 150 digital

Adesso CyberPad

sheets), and you turn
pages as you write using
the five function buttons
on the side of the front
panel. You can use SD
memory cards in the card
slot for additional memory
capacity. The battery for the
pen lasts 15 months, and
there’s an LED low-battery
indicator. The 13 ✕ 10 ✕ .5inch tablet fits within a
soft-padded portfolio, and
the ballpoint refills for the
pen are standard. Visit
www.adesso.com for more
information.
OrgPlus 6 from HumanConcepts is a Windowsbased program that creates
organizational charting
and workforce modeling
and intelligence capabili-

Tech Forum

Writing a Web ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ CREATING A WEBSITE is as simple as typing a few

change tomorrow). All those bracketed phrases and words

lines and tapping the publish button. Creating a website is

are HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) tags instructing

complicated; it requires a variety of skills and is relentless

your browser about the text, fonts, colors, graphics, and

in the demands it places on the owner.

photos. Well, most of them are HTML tags, mixed in

Both of these statements are true because websites
can run the gamut from the simple check-me-out-dot-coms

among CSS style sheets and JavaScripts that also
describe the way the page looks and works.

to Amazon.com. At the easy entry ramp you will find

Although HTML looks like a programming language, it’s

Google’s Page Creator, “a free online tool that finally

actually a markup language. Programs solve problems and

makes it easy for anyone to create and publish useful,

create processes. HTML tells your browser how to display

attractive Web pages in just minutes.” And at the other

the elements on a Web page with tags that parenthetically

end of the runway? Go to Amazon.com and from the top

enclose the marked text. For instance, <p> announces the

toolbar select View and slide down to View Source. Click.

opening of a paragraph that ends when the text reaches

What you’re now looking at is the source code—an X ray

the closing tag </p>.

of the Amazon home page as it appears today (it will

You don’t need a lot of HTML to

Finished charts can be
published to other formats
including PDF, PowerPoint, Word, HTML, and
the OrgPlus Plugin for
Web delivery. Visit
www.orgplus.com for
more information and a
free trial.

OrgPlus6

ties. There are professional
and standard versions
along with the OrgPlus
Reader, which is available
free and can read any chart
created with the creator
programs. There’s also
OrgPlus Web Plugin,
which is an ActiveX control that provides access
for others on your network
via a browser. With OrgPlus Professional you can

import data from a variety
of sources including Excel,
flat files, ODBC, OLE, DB,
SQL, SAP, Peoplesoft, and
others. Subcharts are easily
created to manage larger,
more complex charts, and,
in the other direction, you
can consolidate multiple
charts into a single master
chart. There are 30 predefined templates, and the
interface is easy to use.

The ShredderShark™
paper shredder from Banner American Products,
Inc., is available in 8- and
12-sheet models that feature the RANTECH technology that has a cross-cut,
one-pass system. The
process rips documents,
CDs, DVDs, and credit
cards into two, three, and
four sizes of pieces to provide secure destruction of
documents, storage, and
ID media. The SH8CDCC
model shreds up to eight
sheets at once, and the
SH12CDCC will manage

continued on next page

up to 12 sheets. Both have
a child safety switch,
Overload/Overheat/
Power-on LED display,
and they cut items horizontally and vertically into
confetti-like pieces. Both
machines comply with the
FACTA Law (Fair and
Accurate Credit Transactions Act). Contact
Banner American Products at (951) 296-9780 or
visit www.banam.com.

ShredderShark
May 2006
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document. Add JavaScripts, database-

continued from p. 57

driven dynamic applications, and
create a page, nor do you need a

Flash, and you can have Web pages

special program. Just open NotePad

that will blink and go bump in the

or some other simple text utility and

night and yet still load before tomor-

type. Your home page doesn’t need

row morning.

to be any more than:
<html>

Code-it-yourself?

<body>Hey There!<img src=

So is it still possible for someone (a

“images/myphoto.gif”></body>

nonprogrammer) to write and main-

</html>.

tain his or her own Web page? Sure.

Save this file as home.html. In the

Companies like Google and Yahoo!

same folder, create a folder called

offer simple developer tools anyone

“images” and save a picture of your-

can use. And for those with a more

self there and call it “myphoto.” Drag

involved curiosity (or need for con-

the home file to your browser icon,

trol), here are a few inexpensive ways

and you’ll see a Web page with your

to go.

photo and the “Hey There!” greeting.

First, the knowledge base. There are

Sure it’s kind of lame, but it’s a Web

excellent professional programs that

page in three tags, three lines.

will let you design pages without ever

Now it’s at this point you might

looking at a line of code, but you really

begin to sense what happened to the

should have a basic understanding of

Web in the early years. Consider your

how HTML works. I would recommend

page. The text is jammed up against

two excellent books from O’Reilly.

the side of your photo, so you add

Head First HTML has step-by-step

the break tag <br> to get them

short lessons, and the Web Design in

unstuck. A little more info would help,
on individual machines as they com-

that combines full explanations with

some paragraph tags <p>. . .</p>.

bined to suck bandwidth across the

handy look-up indexes of HTML and

How about some background color

entire Web. They would also deliver

CSS. You can read sample chapters of

and a title in a large font? A frame

broken parts (lost links, pictures that

both books at www.oreilly.com.

around the bio? Some thematic back-

wouldn’t load) because the structure

ground music? You get the idea.

layer and the presentation layer were

HTML was designed by Tim Berners-

combined.

Next, the software. The industry
standard is Macromedia’s Dreamweaver 8 (reviewed on page 56), and

The solution required a standards

you can download a free trial version

pages that, early on, were mostly

commission, and one was formed by

that will run for a month (www.macro

text. But HTML could also be forced

Berners-Lee at MIT in 1994. Called

media.com). At the opposite end of

to take on design tasks, and, as

the W3C (the World Wide Web Con-

the cost field is the free Open

more and more was demanded of

sortium), the international group

Source Web development program

the code, pages grew, downloads

designs protocols and standards to

Nvu (pronounced “new view”). Go to

slowed, and sometimes failed.

be used by content developers and

www.nvu.com to download a free

Lee to create the structure of Web
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a Nutshell is a solid reference work

so you enclose a short bio inside

Jeffrey Veen explains, “The Web

browsers worldwide. Today the goal is

copy for Windows, Mac, or Linux. In

didn’t respond very well to this

to produce pages that have sound,

between these two is Microsoft’s

onslaught. The cornerstones of

economical HTML code that provides

Front Page 2003—a good program

digital design—usability, content,

structure and cascading style sheets

that’s easy to use but has an unfor-

reuse, accessibility—buckled under

(CSS) that provide simple directions

tunate tendency to create unwieldy

the hubris of graphic artists.”

for entire sections of code rather

code. Microsoft is planning to

Pages overloaded with repetitive,

than repeating these same orders

release a new Web design program,

disconnected code would load slowly

over and over again throughout the

Expression, later this year.
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